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Human activity recognition (HAR) has recently received signi�cant attention due to its wide range of applica-
tions in health and activity monitoring. The nature of these applications requires mobile or wearable devices
with limited battery capacity. User surveys show that charging requirement is one of the leading reasons
for abandoning these devices. Hence, practical solutions must o�er ultra-low power capabilities that enable
operation on harvested energy. To address this need, we present the �rst fully integrated custom hardware
accelerator (HAR engine) that consumes 22.4 µJ per operation using a commercial 65 nm technology. We
present a complete solution that integrates all steps of HAR, i.e., reading the raw sensor data, generating
features, and activity classi�cation using a deep neural network (DNN). It achieves 95% accuracy in recognizing
8 common human activities while providing three orders of magnitude higher energy e�ciency compared to
existing solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human activity recognition enables a broad range of health and activity monitoring applications.
For example, it can help users su�ering from movement disorders and obesity accurately track a
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multitude of daily activities, not just simple step counts. This information is valuable to health pro-
fessionals because it is much more reliable than self-reporting [7, 36]. Furthermore, accurate activity
recognition also provides context for more detailed analysis, such as stride length measurement for
gait analysis and tremor monitoring for Parkinson’s Disease patients [20, 31].

The potential of HAR has led to both academic work [41] and commercial devices [17]. The
nature of target applications requires the user to either carry or wear the device that performs HAR.
Thus, a signi�cant number of studies during the last decade used smartphones [41], while wearable
solutions based on inertial measurement units (IMU) gained momentum with the advances in
wearable electronics [26]. A recent user survey concludes that 27% of users give up using the device
since charging is inconvenient, especially for those coping with a health problem [13]. Similarly, a
signi�cant number of users do not want to transmit their personal data to a di�erent device due
to privacy concerns [36]. Thus, practical solutions must perform HAR locally under an ultra-low
energy budget that practically eliminates charging requirements.

Existing solutions on smartphones are inconvenient because the users need to carry a device.
Furthermore, smartphones consume in the order of few Watts [32] and fail to provide real-time
guarantees since activity monitoring is not their primary goal. Low-power wearable devices can
address these problems and bring the power consumption down to 10–30 mW [6]. However,
this power consumption range is still signi�cantly larger than the capacity of ambient energy
harvesting sources, such as photovoltaic cells (indoor: 0.1 mW/cm2) [37, 44] and human motion
(0.73 mW/cm3) [15]. Moreover, this power envelope still leads to merely 40 hours of operation
using a wearable form-factor 1 g battery with 130 mAh capacity [14].

This paper presents the �rst fully integrated ultra-low power hardware accelerator that provides
an end-to-end solution, from reading the sensors all the way to classifying the activity. The proposed
HAR engine �rst reads in the raw sensor readings through a parameterized interface that can adapt
to di�erent sensor inputs. In this work, we employ a 3-axis accelerometer sensor and a capacitive
stretch sensor sampled at 250 Hz and 25 Hz, respectively. Then, it preprocesses the raw sensor data
using a moving average �lter. After this step, it generates the features used for classi�cation. Our
�exible feature generation blocks allow generation of both simple statistical features and complex
features, such as 64-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
coe�cients. Finally, the features are used by a deep neural network (DNN) to classify the following
locomotion activities: {jump, lie down, sit, stand, stairs down, stairs up, walk}. To assist people with
movement disorders, we focus on identifying the locomotion activity in which they are engaged.

The novel contributions of this work are threefold. First, we present a baseline HAR engine with
a single-level classi�er to quantify the impact of custom design over programmable solutions. Post-
layout evaluations using a 65 nm TSMC technology show that our baseline design has 1.353 mm2

area. It achieves 95% accuracy while consuming 51 µW active power and 14 µW idle power. This
leads to 22.4 µJ per activity, which is about two orders of magnitude lower than the best embedded
solution reported in the literature [5, 6]. Detailed power consumption breakdown of our baseline
design also reveals that the FFT feature generation and 3-layer DNN are the dominant components.
Our second contribution is a novel activity-aware low-power HAR engine that uses the insights
provided by our baseline design and the nature of human activities. This design classi�es the
activities �rst as static and dynamic using a simple support vector machine classi�er and simple
statistical features. If the output of the �rst level is static, then the actual activity is found using
the same features with a decision tree. This design eliminates both complex features and the DNN
classi�er to reduce the dynamic power consumption to 5.56 µW. If the output of the �rst-level
classi�er is dynamic, then we use a smaller single hidden layer DNN to identify the activity. Our
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novel activity-aware HAR engine design achieves higher (97%) accuracy with a negligible penalty in
the area. More importantly, the total power consumption drops from 51 µW to 20 µW and 45 µW for
static and dynamic activities, respectively. Finally, the proposed designs are evaluated extensively
with both in-house data from 22 user studies and a publicly available dataset [40].
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:

• The �rst fully integrated custom HAR engine that integrates all steps from reading raw sensor
data to activity classi�cation,

• A novel activity-aware HAR engine that consumes the lowest energy (22.4 µJ per activity)
reported in the literature,

• An extensive experimental study with HAR data from 22 users and post-layout evaluations
using 65 nm TSMC technology.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work and highlights
our unique contributions. Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed baseline HAR engine,
while Section 4 presents our activity-aware 2-level HAR engine. Section 5 describes the power
consumption optimization techniques used in the paper. Finally, Section 6 presents the experimental
evaluation, and Section 7 summarizes our major contributions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Human activity recognition has received increased attention due to its health monitoring and
�tness tracking applications [4, 9, 33]. HAR enables these applications by continuously monitoring
sensor data and inferring user activity. Most of the existing HAR approaches employ �xed activity
windows and statistical features, such as mean, median, minimum, and maximum [2, 25, 38]. Several
recent studies use FFT and DWT, similar to our work [11]. Existing studies also use mainly inertial
measurement units, which include accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer sensors. They
exploit a variety of classi�ers, including k-NN, support vector machines, decision trees, and random
forest, which are trained o�ine. A comprehensive survey of these techniques can be found in [26].
Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural networks (RNN) have
been employed for human activity recognition [19, 35]. While CNN and RNN provide higher
accuracy, they impose signi�cant memory and computational overheads.

A signi�cant number of prior HAR techniques are implemented on smartphones [16, 22, 39].
However, smartphones are not suitable for continuous activity monitoring because they are not
designed for real-time applications and their power consumption is in the order of Watts. Therefore,
recent approaches implement HAR on small form-factor wearable IoT devices to reduce the power
consumption [3, 26]. These devices need to operate under tight energy budget and power constraints
due to their small size. However, the lowest reported power consumption for human activity
recognition is still in the order of 10 mW [5, 6]. Therefore, there is a strong need for hardware
accelerators that can signi�cantly lower the power consumption.

Several recent studies have proposed special purpose hardware for human activity recognition [23,
29, 45]. Klinefelter et al. present a system on chip (SoC) that integrates an analog front-end (AFE), a
microcontroller, energy harvesting capability, and a wireless modem for biomedical applications [23].
Similarly, the work in [45] proposes a signal-acquisition SoC for personal health applications. The
main focus of these studies is to develop an AFE for acquiring sensor data for health applications.
The AFE is integrated to an Arm Cortex-M0 processor and multiply-accumulate units to provide
digital processing capabilities. While this approach provides a low power consumption for the AFE,
it has to use the Arm core for operations such as preprocessing and feature generation, leading to
a higher power consumption. The work in [29] develops a hardware accelerator for monitoring
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed HAR engine to relevant custom designs reported in the literature

Ref. [46] [30] [45] [28] [10] Proposed

Target App. Vital signal
monitoring

Vital signal
monitoring

Signal
acquisition

Signal
acquisition

Sensor AFE for
physical act. HAR

Technology 130 nm 130 nm 180 nm 180 nm 500 nm 65 nm

Frequency 32 kHz 1-20 MHz 1 MHz Up to 2 kHz 120 Hz 100 kHz

Voltage 1.0 V 0.9 V 1.2 V 1.1 V 2.7 V-3.3 V 1.0 V

Power 530 µW 93–322 µW 120 µW 88.6 µW 108–132 µW 45–51 µW

Area 16 mm2 6.25 mm2 49 mm2 5.45 mm2 196 mm2 1.35 mm2

the change in activity of the user. Speci�cally, the authors implement a dynamic time warping-
based decision-making module to detect movements of interest. Whenever the module detects
a movement of interest, a sophisticated processing unit, such as a microcontroller, is activated
to extract more information about the movement. While this design can reduce the idle power
consumption, it still requires a higher-power microcontroller to classify activities. In contrast,
our HAR engine provides a fully integrated low-power solution for all aspects of HAR from data
preprocessing to classi�cation.

Custom-designed solutions attracted signi�cant attention in health and activity monitoring
applications due to their power consumption advantages. For example, Wong et al. [46] present an
SoC for vital sign monitoring implemented in the 130 nm technology. The proposed SoC integrates
a full-custom hardware MAC, digital microprocessor core and I/O peripherals, analog to digital
converter, wireless transceiver and custom sensor interfaces. Its power consumption is 530 µW at 1 V
supply voltage, as shown in Table 1. A more recent vital signal monitoring SoC, also implemented in
130 nm technology, achieves 93–322 µW power consumption at 0.9 V supply voltage [30]. Similarly,
a signal-acquisition SoC for personal health applications is proposed in [45]. This design achieves
120 µW power consumption at 1.2 V supply voltage. A more specialized ASIC design for ECG signal
acquisition achieves 88.6 µW power consumption by operating at lower than 2 kHz frequency
at 1.1 V supply voltage [28]. Finally, a generic sensor front-end architecture for physical activity
monitoring systems is presented in [10]. This design provides a �exible way to build a complete
sensor interface chip which consumes 120 µW in ON-state.

In this work, we propose an ultra-low energy end-to-end hardware accelerator for HAR. We use
a commercial AFE to read sensor data and feed it to the accelerator. We demonstrate the proposed
HAR engine on the 65 nm LP commercial technology using activity data from 22 users. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the �rst hardware implementation that accelerates all steps of digital
processing. It leads to three orders of magnitude higher energy-e�ciency compared to existing
software implementations on low-power microcontrollers [6]. Furthermore, it has competitive power
consumption and area compared to relevant ASIC implementations reported in the literature as
summarized in Table 1.

3 THE PROPOSED BASELINE HAR ENGINE
3.1 Input Data
The input to the proposed HAR engine is the raw sensor data. The choice of sensors a�ects both
the classi�cation accuracy and power consumption. In this work, we employ a 3-axis accelerometer,
one of the most commonly used sensors, and a stretch sensor. In our user studies, we also collected
3-axis gyroscope data. However, experiments show that adding them does not increase the accuracy
signi�cantly, even though it incurs a 1-10 mW power consumption overhead.
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3-Axis Accelerometer: The proposed HAR accelerator receives the streams from a 3-axis ac-
celerometer. The sampling rate of this device is set to 250 samples/s and each output sample to the
accelerator consists of three 16-bit words for x, y, z axes of the accelerometer, respectively.
Stretch Sensor: The textile-based stretch sensor [34] measures the degree of bending at joints
of our body. In our design, the stretch sensor is attached to one knee of the user. The output of
the stretch sensor is a 16-bit capacitive value, which is normalized to have a range similar to the
accelerometer. We use 25 Hz sampling rate and stream the data from the sensor to the proposed
HAR engine.

3.2 Preprocessing the Raw Sensor Data
Raw sensor data is commonly preprocessed to �lter out noise and prepare for feature generation.
The proposed design employs a moving average �lter with a width of 8 samples to smooth the
input data. All four streams, i.e., 3-axis accelerometer and stretch data, �ow through the �lter. Since
the body acceleration provides useful information about the user movement, we also compute it
using the �ltered outputs as follows:

bacc =
√
a2x + a

2
y + a

2
z (1)

The �nal preprocessing step is segmenting the data into activity windows. This is necessary
because more than one-second period of data is required to identify the underlying activity. Each
new sample is �rst stored in a FIFO bu�er to segment the data e�ciently in real-time. Meanwhile,
the segmentation block computes the �ve-point derivative of the stretch data to identify trends in
the activity, such as �at, increasing and decreasing regions. It marks the boundary of a window
when a new trend is detected or the maximum window duration (3 seconds in our design) is reached,
as shown in Figure 1.

The segmentation block also plays a key role in minimizing the energy consumption of the
proposed HAR engine, which is one of our major goals. We note that the feature generation and
activity classi�er can stay mostly in a low-power mode, i.e., clock or power gated, until the data of
a whole window is populated. We utilize the output of the segmentation block to enable the feature
generation and activity classi�er blocks. After completing the classi�cation of the current activity
in those blocks, they immediately go back to the low-power mode until the enable signal from the
segmentation block is detected, as described in Section 5.

3.3 Feature Generation
Downsampling and Smoothing: Once the segmentation block marks the completion of an
activity window, the feature generation block in Figure 1 starts reading the data from the FIFO.
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The DNN classi�er requires a �xed-length of features at its inputs, while the duration of activity
window in the segmentation block is variable. For example, the duration of dynamic activities, such
as walk and run, is smaller than those of static activities. Moreover, the activity duration may show
large variations across di�erent dynamic activities and across users, even for the same activity.

The feature generation step starts with a block to produce a �xed-length feature data set regardless
of the activity duration. For this purpose, the segmentation block generates an 8-bit output that
speci�es the length of the activity window. This length is then used to determine the downsampling
rate required to reduce the input data size to the feature data size. In this work, the accelerometer
is downsampled to 64-sample windows and stretch data is downsampled to 32-sample windows
since larger values do not increase the accuracy. At the same time, our parameterized design allows
choosing smaller values to reduce the area and power consumption. Once the rate is determined,
the downsampling block (DS) reads input sample data from the FIFO and selectively stores it into
its output bu�er, as shown in Figure 1.
Fast Fourier Transform Features: The stretch sensor data generally shows a periodic pattern
for dynamic activities, such as walking, stairs down and stairs up. This means that FFT coe�cients
can be utilized to e�ectively capture this periodicity. To this end, we append two consecutive
activity windows, the minimum length required to compose a periodic signal. Then, we take the
64-point FFT of this signal to characterize the frequency spectrum. Among the 64 FFT coe�cients,
we include the �rst 16 coe�cients in the feature vector since this is su�cient to capture frequencies
up to 8.25 Hz, which is higher than the frequency observed in human motion.
Discrete Wavelet Transform Features: The accelerometer data is typically noisy. Therefore, we
use the approximation coe�cients of the DWT to obtain robust features from the accelerometer
data. Analysis on a high-level reference implementation in Python with Keras APIs and Tensor�ow-
backend shows that approximation coe�cients of a single-level DWT are su�cient to capture
the acceleration of human activity at 0 to 32 Hz. The proposed HAR engine produces 32 DWT
coe�cients for ax , az and bacc . Thus, the subsequent DNN classi�er uses a total of 96 DWT features
each represented as a 16-bit number.
Statistical Features: Statistical features of the sensor data also provide useful information for
static activities, such as sitting and standing, without requiring complex processing. We utilize the
minimum and maximum of values observed in an activity window for all four streams, i.e., 3-axis
accelerometer and stretch data. In addition, we compute the mean of az and the variances of ax , ay ,
az and bacc using the accelerometer sensor data. These speci�c features are selected based on our
extensive analysis on the Python reference implementation. The details of this step are omitted
since feature selection is not the focus of this paper.

3.4 Single-Level Baseline DNN Classifier
The last step of the proposed HAR engine is the DNN classi�er, as depicted in Figure 1. To determine
the size of the neural network, we performed a design space exploration with one and two hidden
layers. Within each of these structures, we varied the number of neurons in the hidden layers. Then,
we trained each neural network and evaluated the accuracy. We observe that using two hidden
layers with ReLU activation function provides the best accuracy for the baseline classi�er. The �rst
hidden layer has 4 neurons while the second hidden layer has 8 neurons. The output layer of the
DNN classi�er has 8 neurons, one for each activity. We use a linear activation in the output layer
and then choose the activity with the maximum value as the output activity. The choice of max
function in the output layers allows us to avoid the use of exponents in the softmax function, which
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is more commonly employed to obtain the classi�cation output. Next, we describe the operation of
the DNN and proposed optimizations performed to improve the implementation.
Architecture and Operation: Our DNN architecture consists of two �nite state machines. The
�rst state machine governs the state of the overall network (State-1), which also corresponds to
the state of the �rst layer (L1). It has four states: Init, WeightLoad, Idle and Busy. The second state
machine (State-2) governs the remaining, i.e., second and output layers, as well as the max function
at the output. The DNN operates as follows using these states:
• Init: On power-up, State-1 enters the init state, where all registers are reset to their default

values.
• Init →WeightLoad: State-1 moves to the WeightLoad state when it receives an enable signal

that indicates new DNN weights are available for loading. Then, the input weights are loaded
from an o�-chip ROM to corresponding memory for each neuron. In our implementation, there
are a total of 596 weights each represented with 16 bits.

• WeightLoad → Idle: After the weights are loaded, State-1 enters the Idle state. In this state, the
DNN classi�er waits for an input valid signal that indicates the presence of new input features.

• Idle→ Busy: When a new set of input features is available at the inputs of the DNN classi�er,
State-1 moves to the Busy state. In this state, the classi�er �rst registers the 120 input features
in parallel. Then, the neurons in the �rst layer process the registered inputs and activate the
second layer. Subsequently, the second and output layer are activated one by one to produce
the classi�er output. Finally, the output �ag is raised at completion of the max block.

Optimizations: The DNN classi�er in the proposed HAR engine is parameterized to facilitate
con�gurability and scalability. The basic building block is a parameterized neuron module. It takes
the number of inputs to the neuron, weights, and features as input parameters. Therefore, this
module can be instantiated in all three layers of the DNN with the appropriate parameters. We
have further parameterized the multiply-accumulate (MAC) block, the weight memories, ReLU and
Max functions to facilitate design space exploration. Since the parameterized neurons are used
to construct the hidden layers and the output layer, the architecture of the DNN can be changed
easily. For example, only an hour was required to do the necessary changes and veri�cation in
going from the two hidden layer architecture used in the baseline HAR engine (Figure 1) to the
single hidden layer architecture used in the activity-aware HAR engine presented in Section 4.

4 ACTIVITY-AWARE 2-LEVEL HAR ENGINE
This section presents a novel hierarchical HAR engine using the insights gained from the imple-
mentation of the baseline design. Analyzing the layout of the baseline classi�er reveals that the
DNN classi�er and FFT blocks are the two major contributors to the power consumption and
area, as detailed in Section 6. These blocks can be avoided for static activities whose complexity is
signi�cantly lower than that of dynamic activities. Moreover, it is relatively easy to distinguish
static and dynamic activities using a simple two-class classi�er. Therefore, we �rst employ a support
vector machine (SVM) classi�er to determine if the activity is static (lie down, sit, stand) or dynamic
(jump, stair down, stair up, walk), as shown in Figure 2. If the outcome is static, then we invoke a
relatively simpler decision tree to further classify the activity. Otherwise, we still employ a DNN
classi�er, albeit a smaller one compared to the baseline design, to maintain high accuracy and
facilitate future online learning. We note that its energy consumption overhead will be small since it
will be powered down when it is not active. Our modular and parameterized baseline design enables
us to reuse the preprocessing and most of the feature generation blocks, as shown in Figure 2.
Therefore, we focus on the new blocks and the overall operation in this section.
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4.1 Two-Class SVM Classifier
The �rst step of the 2-level activity-aware HAR engine is to di�erentiate between static and
dynamic activities. We use an SVM to classify between the two types of activities since it is easier
to implement using fewer resources than a DNN classi�er. Moreover, the SVM classi�er uses
exclusively statistical features to avoid FFT and DWT computations. These features include the
minimum, maximum, mean, and variance of the stretch sensor, 3-axis acceleration (ax , ay , az ),
as well as the body acceleration (bacc ). In addition, we also include the length of the window as
the �nal feature. Using these features, we train the SVM with our user data. Once we obtain the
weights of the SVM, the activity type is evaluated at runtime using the following equation:

y = b +
N∑
i=1

βixi (2)

where b is the value of the bias, xi are the features, and βi is the weight for the ith feature. Using
this evaluation, the activity is classi�ed static if y < 0, and dynamic otherwise. Depending on the
output of the SVM classi�er, we use a decision tree or a DNN to further classify the activity, as
described in the following sections.

4.2 Decision Tree (DT) Classifier for Static Activities
If the level-1 SVM classi�er marks an activity as static, we identify the activity using a decision
tree, which can be easily implemented in hardware using comparators. Besides its simplicity, the
DT classi�er provides greater than 95% accuracy for static activities, as shown in the experimental
results.

The DT classi�er uses the same features as the SVM classi�er, i.e., the statistical features for
the accelerometer and stretch sensor data, as shown in Figure 2. Reusing the features allows us to
compute them only once and optimize the power consumption. Furthermore, the neural network,
FFT, and DWT blocks remain in low-power states leading to additional power savings. The decision
tree is implemented as a series of comparators, where each node of the tree consists of a comparator.
Depending on the output of the comparator, we choose the next branch of the tree. This process
continues until we reach a leaf node and the activity is identi�ed.

4.3 DNN Classifier for Dynamic Activities
A DNN classi�er is used to identify the activity when the output of the level-1 SVM classi�er
indicates a dynamic activity. The DNN classi�er in the activity-aware 2-level HAR engine has to
identify only four activities and the transitions between them. Therefore, the DNN used herein
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is smaller compared to the one used in the baseline HAR engine. Speci�cally, the DNN classi�er
has one hidden layer with 4 neurons and an output layer with 5 neurons. Similar to the baseline
design, we use ReLU activation in the hidden layer and softmax classi�cation in the output layer.
The feature input to the DNN classi�er is the same as the input to the baseline DNN classi�er (i.e.,
the same 120 features). To generate these features, we enable the DWT and FFT blocks whenever
the SVM classi�er outputs a dynamic activity. Once the features are generated, we evaluate the
DNN to obtain the �nal activity classi�cation.

5 LOW-POWER OPTIMIZATIONS
One of the most important goals of the proposed HAR engines is to operate within the harvested
energy budget of wearable devices [8]. This section presents the low-power optimization techniques
used in our design that will help in enabling operation under harvested energy budget.

5.1 Clock and Data Gating
Human activities typically occur in the order of a few Hertz [27]. We leverage this information
to deactivate the part of blocks which are not used all the time. For example, feature generation
starts after segmentation and downsampling are completed. Similarly, there is a data dependency
from feature generation to classi�cation, as shown in Figure 3. In total, there are three major
dependencies:
• Stretch and accelerometer downsampling (i.e., Stretch DS and Accel. DS in Figure 3) depend on

the completion of segmentation
• Feature generation dependency is twofold. FFT computation and stretch statistics depend

on stretch sensor downsampling. DWT computation and accelerometer statistics depend on
accelerometer downsampling.

• Classi�er depends on feature generation
We leverage these dependencies to design a custom clock gating solution for HAR applications.
The clocks of the stretch and accelerometer downsampling blocks become active only after a valid
segment is identi�ed. Since there are fewer stretch sensor data samples than the accelerometer,
stretch downsampling �nishes earlier and enables the FFT feature generation block (orange line).
After downsampling the accelerometer samples, the rest of the feature generation blocks (e.g.,
DWT) are enabled. Once all features are generated, the clock of the classi�er blocks is enabled
(green line).

Figure 4 shows the clock gating logic for the segmentation and downsampling blocks. The control
signals, called (“output_valid”), are asserted to notify the downstream block when the preceding
operation is complete. This signal is connected to the “set” input of an SR-Latch. When it is asserted,
the output Q of the latch becomes high. Consequently, the gated clock “gclk” enables the operation

252 cycles

Segment.
Stretch DS
Accel. DS

Feature
Classifier

A segment is identified here

The segment is classified here

109 cycles

Fig. 3. A representative timing diagram for the activation of the blocks in the proposed HAR engine. The
active times of Feature and Classifier clocks are detailed in Table 9.
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Fig. 4. Clock gating control logic

of the downsampling block. The “output_valid” of the downsampling block is connected to the
“reset” input of the same latch. In this way, the gated clock stops when “output_valid” becomes high,
i.e., when downsampling is completed. Note that we use a negative latch to prevent any glitches
and additional delay in the gated clock.
Clock Gating Implementation Overhead: The clock gating logic uses only an SR-Latch and an
AND gate, which introduces negligible overhead. The latch introduces a half-cycle delay before the
operation of the next logic begins. To compensate for this and to not lose any data, the outputs of
the left-hand logic are registered before they are passed on to the next logic.

The proposed clock gating logic is implemented for all dependencies in the design presented
earlier. As a result, we end up with one global clock and four gated clocks for both the baseline and
activity-aware HAR engines. Figure 5 illustrates which blocks run on di�erent clocks with di�erent
colors. Note that these clocks are gated versions of the same global clock, so their frequencies are
the same.

5.2 Power Gating
Clock gating technique is useful for reducing the dynamic power consumption, while power
gating can reduce both leakage and dynamic power consumption. Since the feature generation and
classi�cation blocks stay mostly idle, power gating is a promising power optimization technique.
To this end, we divide the proposed HAR engine into two power domains, as illustrated in Figure 5.
The �rst power domain (PD1) contains the preprocessing and segmentation blocks, which are
always on. The second power domain (PD2) integrates the feature generation and classi�cation
blocks, which become active intermittently. In this way, these blocks can turn on only after a
segment is identi�ed and turned o� once the activity is classi�ed.

The power gating functionality is implemented using a power control unit (PCU). Since the
PCU must be always on, it operates on PD1 and global clock. The PCU works on the same basic

1
2
3
4

5 : gated clk 4

Filtering

SegmentationFIFO

Stretch DS 

& Stats
Features

Classifier
Accel. DS 

& Stats

PCU

Power Domain 1 Power Domain 2

sleep
VDD

: global clk
: gated clk 1

: gated clk 2

: gated clk 3

Fig. 5. Power and clock domains in the proposed design
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principles as the clock gating logic shown in Figure 4. By default, the second power domain is
turned o� during preprocessing and segmentation. The “output_valid” signal of the segmentation
block is the �rst input to the PCU. It is asserted when a valid segment is ready. When this input is
received, the SR-latch inside the PCU turns on PD2 by driving the sleep transistor, as shown in
Figure 5. Then, PD2 stays active until the classi�er block output becomes valid.
Power Gating Implementation Overhead: Multiple power domains introduce three distinct
overheads. First, the sleep transistor introduces additional leakage current, which can o�set the
potential power savings, if it is signi�cant. To minimize the leakage of the sleep transistor, we
employ high-threshold-voltage low-leakage PMOS header transistors. The high threshold voltage
transistors typically have leakage power in the order of nanowatts1. Since the leakage power of
the proposed HAR accelerator is in the order of microwatts, power gating can achieve signi�cant
power savings by lowering the leakage current. The second overhead is the wake-up time, which is
typically less than one microsecond. The proposed HAR accelerator receives new sensor samples
every few milliseconds when operating at 100–250 Hz sampling frequencies. Therefore, the wake-up
time is negligible for the proposed HAR engine. Finally, the PCU and the sleep transistor increase
the total area of the design. In our implementation, the logic required for controlling the sleep
transistor is a single SR-Latch, which represents a negligible area overhead. Furthermore, the sleep
transistor also incurs less than 5% area overhead, which is small when compared to the potential
savings in the leakage power. In summary, using two power domains enables signi�cant power
savings with a small overhead.

5.3 Use of Low-Power Classifiers
In the course of daily life, static activities occur more frequently than dynamic activities. To
estimate the average distribution of activities, we performed an analysis on human activities using
the American Time Use Survey (ATUS) [43], which is conducted by the United States Census
Bureau to record how people spend their time during a day. According to this survey, people spend
almost 84% of the time in static activities, such as lie down, sit, and stand. Dynamic activities, such
as walking, running, and stairs up/down, constitute only about 16% of the total time.

Our activity-aware 2-level classi�er exploits the distribution of activities to enable additional
power and energy savings. First, the DNN, DWT, and FFT blocks are activated only for dynamic
activities. For example, if the SVM block classi�es an activity as static, these blocks remain clock
gated. Consequently, they are activated less frequently compared to the baseline classi�er. Further-
more, the DNN block uses fewer resources as detailed in Section 6.2 because it does not need to
classify static activities. The bene�ts of using the activity-aware classi�er in terms of power and
energy consumption are evaluated in Section 6.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

6.1 Experimental Setup
Design Tools and Hardware Technology: We �rst design the proposed HAR engine using
Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL). Then, we synthesize it with TSMC 65 nm low
power (LP) technology using Synopsys Design Compiler (DC). To obtain the layout and the area of
the design, we perform automatic placement and routing using Cadence Innovus. Finally, we use
Synopsys PrimeTime to obtain the timing and power consumption of each block and the entire
design. In addition to the low-power optimizations presented in Section 5, we also utilize the power

1https://blogs.synopsys.com/magicbluesmoke/�les/2007/10/sleep_transistor_sizing.pdf
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optimization options available in the Synopsys Design Compiler to further optimize the power
consumption of the proposed HAR engine. The same optimization options are used for all designs
for a fair comparison.
User Studies: To evaluate the accuracy of the designed HAR engines, we collected user data from
22 users using the accelerometer in a TI Sensortag IoT [42] device and a stretch sensor [34]. The IoT
device is connected to a host smartphone application through a Bluetooth interface and the data is
recorded on the smartphone. In each experiment, the users perform the target activities. Then, the
segmentation algorithm divides the activities into non-uniform length activity windows and labels
them. We use this labeled data to extract the features and to train the DNN classi�ers. Moreover,
raw sensor data from the user studies are fed to the HAR engine to segment the windows and
perform the activity classi�cation.
Training, Cross-validation, and Test data: Data samples from 4 randomly selected users are
reserved exclusively for testing. Then, samples from the remaining 18 users are divided into 60%
training, 20% cross-validation, and 20% additional test data. Overall, 37% of the test data comes
from 4 unknown users.

6.2 Design Area
6.2.1 Baseline HAR Engine. Figure 6 shows the layout of the baseline HAR engine, which has a

total area of 1.353 mm2. While optimizing the �oorplan, the order of the blocks is matched to the
logic �ow described in Figure 1. The area breakdown in Figure 8 shows that the FFT block has the
largest area. This is expected as the FFT block is the most compute-intensive block in the design.
Among other blocks, most of the area is occupied by blocks that have registers to store their input
or output data. For example, the FIFO block occupies 21% of the total area. This is also expected
since it has to store the �ltered data until a new activity window is detected by the segmentation
block. Similarly, the DNN block incurs the overhead of storing the weights and performing MAC
operations. In contrast, the low pass �lter and segmentation blocks take up a smaller area since
they do not have to store a signi�cant amount of data for their computations.

6.2.2 Activity-Aware 2-Level HAR Engine. Figure 7 shows the layout of the 2-level HAR engine,
which shows a total cell area of 1.357 mm2. We observe that the layout closely resembles the
baseline classi�er except for the feature generation and neural network blocks. This is because
both classi�ers share the blocks for �ltering, segmentation, and downsampling. The activity-aware
2-level design has additional blocks for the support vector machine classi�er and decision tree for
static activities. However, the total area of the 2-level classi�er is only 0.3% more than the baseline
classi�er because it uses a smaller DNN with fewer neurons for dynamic activities. The 2-level
classi�er with a slightly larger area allows us to signi�cantly improve the accuracy and lower the
power consumption, as we show in the following sections.

Figure 9 shows the area breakdown of the activity-aware 2-level HAR engine. Similar to the
baseline design, the FFT block consumes the largest area while the neural network block has a
smaller area in the 2-level classi�er due to its smaller size. Furthermore, the SVM and DT blocks
consume a negligible portion of the total area despite their signi�cant power and accuracy bene�ts.

6.3 Accuracy Evaluation
6.3.1 Baseline HAR Engine. We start the accuracy analysis of the baseline HAR engine by gen-

erating the feature vectors for each activity window in our dataset. To maintain compatibility with
the hardware implementation, the features are stored in a 16-bit integer format. This feature data is
then supplied to a neural network training algorithm implemented in Python with Keras APIs [12]
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and Tensor�ow-backend [1] using the parameters summarized in Table 2. These parameters are
determined by sweeping them and evaluating the accuracy. For example, the batch size is incre-
mented from 25 to 100 in steps of 25. Of these, a batch size of 50 gives the best accuracy for our
dataset. Similarly, we sweep the number of training epochs from 100 to 500. 200 training epochs are
used in the experiments since this is su�cient to achieve good accuracy while avoiding over�tting.

At the end of the training, we obtain the weights of the network in the �oating point format. Since
our hardware implementation uses 16-bit integer precision, we uniformly quantize the weights and
activations to 16 bits using the approach in [24]. For each layer of the neural network, we �rst �nd
the weight with the maximum magnitudeWmax. Then, the quantization factor ∆q is obtained as:

∆q =
2Wmax

216
(3)

The uniform quantization ensures that zero in �oating-point precision is mapped to zero in integer
precision as well. We use the quantization factor of each layer to obtain the quantized weights of

Table 2. Parameters used for deep neural network training

Optimizer Adam [21]

Loss function Categorical cross-entropy

Initial learning rate 0.001

Epochs 200

Batch size 50
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the neural network. After quantizing the weights, we use the 16-bit integer features to quantize
the activations in the neural network. Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of the quantized neural
network for all the activity windows in our dataset.

Table 3 shows the confusion matrix for the baseline HAR engine. It contains one row and column
for each activity classi�ed in this work. The rows represent the true activity whereas the columns
represent the activity classi�ed by the proposed baseline HAR engine. The diagonal entries in each
the confusion matrix shows the number of instances that are classi�ed correctly. The baseline
DNN classi�er is able to recognize all the activities with few or no misclassi�cations. For example,
the walk activity is classi�ed correctly 1913 times out of 2007 activity windows, leading to 95%
classi�cation accuracy. We also observe that the walk activity is misclassi�ed as either jump, stairs
down or transition. This happens since the jump and stairs down pattern of some users are similar
to that of walk. All the instances of the lie down activity are classi�ed correctly, leading to a 100%
recognition accuracy. The lowest accuracy of classi�cation is observed for transitions between the
various activities. This is expected since the transitions typically contain features of two di�erent
activities, such as in stand to sit transition, which makes it harder for the classi�er to identify them
with a high accuracy. In summary, the baseline DNN classi�er achieves an accuracy greater than or
equal to 93% for all the activities used in this work. Note that additional activities could degrade the
accuracy, especially if they are close to the existing activities. More complex classi�ers and feature
may be needed with increasing number and complexity of target activities.

Table 3. Confusion matrix for the baseline classifier

Jump Lie
Down Sit Stand Walk Stairs

Up
Stairs
Down

Tran-
sition

J 442 0 0 0 5 0 5 6
L 0 474 0 0 0 0 0 0
S 0 0 665 26 0 0 0 5
St 0 0 16 576 1 0 0 27
W 31 0 1 10 1913 0 10 42
SU 0 0 0 0 1 101 6 1
SD 0 0 0 0 1 1 97 1
T 7 2 7 14 14 4 0 229

Evaluation with the Opportunity Dataset [40]: In addition to our in-house data, the accuracy
of the proposed HAR engine is also evaluated using the publicly available Opportunity dataset [40],
which includes data from 4 users for a range of daily activities. Since our work focuses on ambulatory
activities, we extract the corresponding data from the Opportunity dataset. Furthermore, we use
only the accelerometers mounted on the right knee and the shoe since these setups are closest
to the sensors used in our experiments. The data is divided into windows of approximately two
seconds to compute the DWT and statistical features for each window. Finally, the DNN is trained
with the same structure as our baseline neural network classi�er using the extracted features. The
proposed DNN classi�er achieves an overall accuracy of 95% for the locomotion activities in the
Opportunity dataset. This result shows that the proposed features and DNN classi�er can classify
activities from multiple datasets accurately.

6.3.2 Activity-Aware 2-Level HAR Engine.
First-Level SVM Classi�er: The activity-aware 2-level HAR engine recognizes the activities in
two phases, as described in Section 4. The SVM classi�er employs only the statistical features to
determine if an activity is static or dynamic to minimize power consumption. The SVM parameters
are determined by using the Statistical and Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB. We perform
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10-fold cross-validation during training to ensure that the classi�er is robust. After �nding the
weights of the SVM classi�er, they are converted to 16-bit integer precision using Equation 3.
Then, we obtain the confusion matrix for the SVM classi�er using the integer weights, as shown in
Table 4.

Our SVM implementation classi�es only 38 windows out of 4740 activity windows incorrectly.
More speci�cally, it misclassi�es only 9 static and 29 dynamic windows, as shown in Table 4. Hence,
it achieves more than 98% overall accuracy.

Table 4. Confusion matrix for the level 1 SVM classifier. The static and dynamic activities are classified with
over 99% accuracy.

Static Dynamic
Static 1781 9
Dynamic 29 2921

Second-Level Decision Tree for Static Activities: Static activities are classi�ed using a decision
tree, as described in Section 4.2. We train the DT classi�er in Weka [18] using 16-bit integer features
for all the activity windows in the static class. Table 5 shows the confusion matrix for the three static
activities in our data set. The DT classi�er achieves high accuracy for all the three activities. Overall,
it classi�es only 13 out of 1790 activities incorrectly. Furthermore, it has better accuracy than the
DNN classi�er used in the baseline HAR engine. For instance, the number of misclassi�cations for
the stand activity reduces from 44 to 8, which translates to an accuracy improvement from 93% to
99%. As a result, the two-level design has both accuracy and power consumption bene�ts.

Table 5. Confusion matrix for the activity-aware HAR engine for static activities

Lie Down Sit Stand
Lie Down 473 0 1
Sit 0 691 4
Stand 8 0 612

Second-Level Neural Network for Dynamic Activities: The activity-aware HAR engine uses
a neural network with a single hidden layer to classify individual dynamic activities, as explained
in Section 4.3. The neural network uses the same features and training settings as the baseline
DNN classi�er. Similar to the baseline DNN, we quantize the weights and the activations using
Equation 3.

The confusion matrix for the dynamic activities is shown in Table 6. We observe that the number
of misclassi�cations for all the activities is similar to or fewer than the baseline DNN classi�er. The
largest improvement is seen for transitions where the number of mistakes decreases from 48 to 25,

Table 6. Confusion matrix for the activity-aware HAR engine for dynamic activities

Jump Walk Stairs Up Stairs Down Transition
J 445 8 0 1 4
W 19 1937 2 9 40
SU 1 1 105 1 1
SD 0 0 0 99 0
T 5 14 1 5 252
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Table 7. Power consumption summary for the baseline HAR engine at f=100kHz, V=1.0V

Operation Mode Block Dynamic Power (µW) Leakage Power (µW) Total Power (µW)

Data Collection &
Preprocessing
(always ON)

Filtering 0.49 0.05 0.54
Segmentation 0.43 0.05 0.48
FIFO 12.10 1.16 13.26

Classi�cation
(once per activity)

Downsample 4.39 0.75 5.14
DWT 2.49 0.42 2.91
FFT 11.90 2.61 14.51
DNN Feature Merge 1.77 0.75 2.52
DNN 10.14 1.16 11.30

Total (Data Collection + Classi�cation) 43.71 (13.02+30.69) 6.95 (1.26+5.69) 50.66 (14.28+36.38)

which is a drop of about 48%. The overall accuracy of the proposed second-level neural network
classi�er is 96%. In contrast, a decision tree classi�er for dynamic activities could achieve only 90%
accuracy. In summary, the activity-aware 2-level HAR engine is able to improve the classi�cation
accuracy while also reducing the average power consumption.

6.4 Power Consumption Evaluation
Power and energy consumption are among the most important evaluation metrics for the HAR
engine. Therefore, we perform a detailed analysis of the power consumption of each major compo-
nent in the proposed design. Our analysis assumes 100 kHz operating frequency, which provides
su�cient performance (4.19 ms operation per activity in the baseline HAR engine), as described in
Section 6.5. To analyze the power consumption, we �rst generate the switching activity data of the
design using sensor data from our user studies. The switching activity �le is then used to calculate
the power consumption of the major blocks in the design. The power consumption values reported
in this section include savings achieved by the clock gating described in Section 5. We estimate
up to 30% additional savings by power gating the feature generation and DNN blocks using two
power domains until a new activity window is detected.

6.4.1 Baseline HAR Engine. Table 7 summarizes the average power consumption of the major
blocks of the baseline HAR engine. Power consumption is divided into two distinct parts based on
the operating mode of each block. The �rst row shows the power consumption of the always-on
preprocessing and FIFO blocks. The majority of the power in the preprocessing block is attributed
to active power. Since this is mainly due to the FIFO memories in the preprocessing block, this
power consumption can be further reduced by optimizing the memory design. Rest of the rows
of the table show the power consumption of blocks that are executed only once per activity. Of
these blocks, the FFT block has the highest power consumption as expected. This aligns with
our earlier observation that the FFT block has the highest area among all the blocks. The DNN
block has a higher active power consumption due to the multiplications involved in each neuron.
The total power consumption for classifying the activity after the prepossessing blocks complete
is about 36.4 µW. This represents about 325× reduction in processing power when compared to
implementations on a programmable microcontroller.

6.4.2 Activity-Aware 2-Level HAR Engine. This section analyzes the power consumption of the
activity-aware 2-level HAR engine. The power values for the always-on blocks remain unchanged
since they are reused. The power consumption breakdown of the remaining blocks is summarized
in Table 8.
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Table 8. Power consumption summary for the activity-aware HAR engine at f=100kHz, V=1.0V

Operation Mode Block Dynamic Power (µW) Leakage Power (µW) Total Power (µW)

Classi�cation
(once per activity)

Common
Downsample 3.33 0.84 4.17
SVM Feature Input 0.47 0.04 0.51
SVM 0.47 0.15 0.62

Static Decision Tree 0.24 0.02 0.26

Dynamic
DWT 1.96 0.43 2.39
FFT 9.64 2.66 12.3
DNN Feature Input 1.42 0.75 2.17
DNN 7.60 0.85 8.45

Total
Static
(Data Collection + Classi�cation)

17.24
(12.73+4.51)

2.29
(1.24+1.05)

19.53
(13.97+5.56)

Dynamic
(Data Collection + Classi�cation)

37.62
(12.73+24.89)

6.96
(1.24+5.72)

44.58
(13.97+30.61)

As described in Section 4, the power consumption of this design depends on the activity, i.e.,
whether the activity is static or dynamic. The �rst part of the table shows the power consumption of
the blocks that are common to both static and dynamic activities. These blocks include Downsample
and the SVM classi�er. We observe that the SVM classi�er has a negligible power consumption of
0.62 µW, while the Downsample block has similar power consumption as the baseline HAR engine.
The “Static” part of the table shows the blocks that are used when a static activity is detected
by the SVM classi�er. Since the decision tree for static activities employs the same features as
the SVM classi�er, it is the only component contributing to the power consumption, i.e., there is
no need to generate other features. As we can see in Table 8, the DT consumes only 0.26 µW of
power. Finally, the “Dynamic” part of the table shows the power consumption of the engine when
a dynamic activity is identi�ed by the SVM classi�er. This includes computation of the detailed
features required for the neural network and the neural network execution itself. As expected, the
total power for dynamic activities is higher than the power consumption for static activities.

Several blocks, such as Downsample, have lower power consumption when used in the activity-
aware 2-level HAR engine compared to the baseline design. This di�erence stems from two reasons.
First, these two designs are synthesized separately as a whole, as opposed to integrating blocks as
black boxes. Hence, the synthesized block, their output ports, and lengths of the buses they drive
have di�erences. For example, the output of the Downsample block connects to the SVM block in
the 2-level HAR engine. In contrast, it connects to all the feature generation blocks, including FFT
and DWT, in the baseline design. Second, the power consumption is found using the VCD �les
in Primetime tool. Since most of the blocks in the 2-level activity-aware design are activated less
frequently, they end up having a smaller switching factor, hence, lower power consumption.

In summary, the activity-aware classi�er consumes 5.56 µW for static activities and 30.61 µW for
dynamic activities once a segment is identi�ed. Including the power consumption of the sensor
and data communication, this leads to 1.3 mW, which is 10 times lower than the embedded system
solutions.
Voltage Scaling: Once an activity window is detected, the proposed HAR engine takes 421 cycles
to generate the features and classify the activity. Hence, operating at as low as 42 kHz provides
around 10 ms processing window, which is comparable to the sampling time of the sensors. This
slack enables us to lower the supply voltage without a noticeable di�erence in performance. We
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exploited this observation by sweeping the supply voltage and measuring the resulting power
consumption. The power consumption at 1.2 V is 75 µW, as shown in Figure 10. Operating at 1.0 V
and 0.8 V decrease the power consumption to 45 µW and 30 µW, respectively.
Peak Power Consumption Evaluation: Our goal is to operate the HAR engine using ambient
energy harvesting. Therefore, it is also important to evaluate the peak power consumption of
the design to ensure that the power consumption is within the capabilities of energy-harvesting
technologies. Figure 11 compares the total power consumption of the two classi�ers for the two
types of activity windows, static and dynamic. Speci�cally, the �gure shows a static activity at
t = 376.9 s and a dynamic activity at t = 379.8 s. The black line shows the power consumption
of the baseline single level HAR engine. It has the same instantaneous power consumption for
both activity types. Furthermore, it has a peak power consumption of almost 51 µW. This can be
limiting for energy-harvesting devices since they have to support a peak power of 51 µW for each
activity window. In contrast to this, the activity-aware classi�er, shown with a red line, has a peak
power consumption of only 19.5 µW for static activities, as seen in the zoomed in portion inside
the Figure 11. Therefore, the peak power that energy-harvesting devices need to provide is reduced
signi�cantly, especially for static activities.
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6.5 Performance Evaluations
This section presents the execution time of each block in the proposed HAR engines. The time
scales of human activities and sampling data rates are much smaller than the maximum operating
frequency we can achieve with the commercial TSMC 65 nm technology. In contrast, the power
consumption is of extreme importance. Both the baseline and activity-aware 2-level HAR engines
can operate comfortably at 1 MHz, which is much higher than required. Therefore, we summarize
the number of cycles taken by each major block in the rest of this section.

The always-on preprocessing and segmentation blocks take one cycle for processing each
incoming sample. Once the segmentation block marks a segment, the corresponding blocks for
each classi�er are activated. The latencies for these blocks are summarized in Table 9. We divide the
table into three parts. The �rst part, denoted by “Common” includes the blocks that are common to
both baseline and activity-aware engines. The second part, denoted by “Baseline Classi�er” includes
the blocks used only in the baseline classi�er. Finally, the third part of the table lists the latencies
for blocks that are exclusive to the 2-level classi�er.

The Downsample block for the accelerometer data has the highest latency while the DWT block
has the lowest latency. The Downsample block incurs a higher latency because it has to go through
all the samples in a segment serially before generating its output. Moreover, the calculation of
statistical features is integrated into the Downsample block, which adds a few cycles of additional
execution. We also observe that the Downsample block for the stretch sensor takes fewer cycles to
execute. This can be attributed to the fact that the sampling rate of the stretch sensor is lower than
that of the accelerometer. Once the Downsample blocks complete their execution, the DWT and
FFT blocks execute in parallel leading to their low execution latency of 4 and 21 cycles, respectively.
The FFT and DWT blocks are executed for the baseline HAR engine independent of the class of
activity, whereas for the activity-aware engine they are executed for dynamic activities only.

The last step in the baseline HAR engine is to evaluate the activity classi�cation using the
three-layer DNN, which takes 163 cycles. For the activity-aware engine, we �rst evaluate the SVM
classi�er to distinguish between static and dynamic activities. If the activity is static, we execute
the decision tree with a latency of 2 cycles. Otherwise, we execute the FFT, DWT, and the 2 layer
DNN, which take 166 cycles in total.

The total latency is not simply summing every block up since there are some overlaps. In
summary, including data collection blocks, the total latency for the baseline HAR engine is 419
cycles, which results in 4.19 ms for the classifying the activity at 100 kHz operating frequency.
Total latencies for dynamic activity and static activity in the activity-aware HAR engine are 421
cycles (4.21 ms @100 kHz) and 257 cycles (2.57 ms @100 kHz), respectively. Consequently, the time

Table 9. Summary of latency of the blocks in the baseline HAR engine and the activity-aware HAR engine

Usage Block Latency (cycles)

Common

Acc. Downsample 252
Stretch Downsample 109
FFT 21
DWT 4

Baseline HAR engine 3 Layer DNN 163

Activity-aware
HAR engine

SVM 3
Decision Tree 2
2 Layer DNN 145
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taken for activity recognition is negligible compared to the time required for data collection (in the
order of a few seconds).

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presented the �rst hardware accelerator that integrates all aspects of human activity
recognition. We �rst designed a baseline HAR engine following the most commonly used single
classi�er for all the activities. Then, we exploited the nature of human activities to design an
activity-aware 2-level HAR engine that identi�es activities in two steps. This approach improves the
classi�cation accuracy while reducing the power consumption of the HAR engine. We implemented
both HAR engines using a commercial 65 nm process technology. Our extensive post-layout
simulations show that the proposed HAR engines are able to reduce the power consumption by
about two orders of magnitude compared with conventional programmable solutions. Further
optimization in power consumption and area can be obtained by using an 8-bit quantization for the
DNN. Our preliminary results show that it can achieve up to 7% savings in power consumption and
a 6% reduction in area. However, 8-bit quantization also reduces the robustness of classi�cation
accuracy. Therefore, our future work will consider quantization-aware training approaches to
achieve lower power and smaller area.
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